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Introduction:  Chondrules are 0.1 – 1 mm spherules 
composed of olivine, pyroxene, Fe,Ni-metal, sulphide, 
and glassy mesostasis. They are the major constituents 
of chondrites [1,2]. Chondrule textures and rounded 
shapes suggest heating to near or above liquidus temper-
atures (Tliq. ~1800 – 2200 K) followed by fast cooling 
with rates between ~10 and 1000 K hr–1 [3]. Chondrules 
contain variable concentrations of moderately volatile 
elements, including alkalis (Na, K) [3–6], that are hosted 
by interstitial glassy mesostasis. It has been demonstrat-
ed experimentally [e.g., 7] that chondrules should have 
lost ~80% of their Na within minutes during melting in a 
low pressure (<10–3 bar), reducing environment 
(fO2 < IW). Loss of Na, however, would necessarily be 
accompanied by loss of K, resulting in elevated 41K/39K 
ratios. No mass-dependent fractionation of K isotopes, 
however, is observed in chondrules [8, 9]. Alexander et 
al. [10] first suggested a closed system behavior of 
chondrule melts based on Na zoning profiles in Semar-
kona chondrule olivine. Kropf and co-workers [4,5] 
compared Na contents in Semarkona chondrule olivine 
with Na content in the coexisting melts and also sug-
gested a closed system behavior of chondrule melts with 
respect to alkalis. Alexander et al. [11,12] suggested that 
high solid/gas ratios in the solar nebula were responsible 
for Na retention in chondrules. Borisov et al. [6] experi-
mentally determined partition coefficient of Na between 
olivine and melt; the obtained value, DNa = 
0.0031±0.007, matches the apparent olivine/melt parti-
tion data from Semarkona type-II chondrules reported by 
[4,5,12]. Sodium data for olivine and mesostasis from 
type-I chondrules are limited: data of only one type-IA 
and one type-IAB chondrule were measured by [12]. 

Here, we report secondary ion mass spectrometer 
(SIMS) and high current electron microprobe analyses 
(EMPA) of Na content in Semarkona type-I chondrule 
olivine in order to asses if type-I chondrules behaved as 
chemically closed systems with respect to alkalis. 

Analytical methods: Sodium content in olivine was 
measured using the University of Hawai‘i Cameca 
ims 1280. We determined the intensity of 23Na with 
normalization on 28Si or 30Si (SiO2 from EMPA). MPI-
Ding glasses GOR128-G and StHs6/80-G [13] were 
used for calibration. Major element concentrations in the 
respective chondrules were determined by the University 
of Göttingen JEOL JXA8900 electron microprobe. 
SIMS analyses were cross-checked by high-current 
EPMA of olivine with variable fayalite (Fa) content 
from terrestrial igneous rocks (Mt. Overlord, Antarctica 

(Fa20); Pulvermaar, Eifel (Fa12); San Carlos (Fa10) 
(Fig. 1). EPMA were done before SIMS measurements; 
both analyses were done in the same spots. 

Results: Measurements of terrestrial olivine give 
0.0050 – 0.011 wt.% Na2O (Fig. 1). EMPA and SIMS 
give, within analytical uncertainty, identical results 
(Fig. 1). The data show that different matrices (Fa10–20) 
do not affect the measurements. 

 
Fig. 1: Plot of Na2O (wt.%) from EPMA vs. Na2O (wt.%) 
from SIMS of terrestrial olivine. A slope-1 line is shown. 

Measurements in Semarkona type-IA and type-IAB 
chondrule olivine grain cores using SIMS and EPMA 
give 0.0016 – 0.0063 wt.% Na2O; again, within error, 
the SIMS and EPMA data are in agreement (Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2: Plot of Na2O (EPMS) vs. Na2O (SIMS) of olivine cores 
from Semarkona chondrules. 

Figure 3 shows Na2O concentration data from type-I 
chondrule olivines along with the Na2O concentrations 
of coexisting melt (olivine core → bulk chondrule; oli-
vine rim → mesostasis [+pyroxene]). Data from 7 type-I 
chondrules fall, within uncertainty, on the trendline that 
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is defined by the experimental DNa [6] with only one 
chondrule showing elevated bulk Na in comparison to 
olivine. 

 
Fig. 3: Plot of Na2O (wt.%) in 8 Semarkona type-I chondrule 
olivine (SIMS and high-current EPMA) vs. Na2O (wt.%) in co-
existing melt. The line shows the experimental DNa from [6]. 
Corresponding EMPA- and SIMS data are connected.  

Discussion: Our SIMS and high-current EPMA 
show that type-I chondrules largely behaved as chemi-
cally closed systems with respect to Na. Closed-system 
behavior of Na in chondrule melts may explain the lack 
of K isotope fractionation in chondrules [7, 9]. Our data 
(Fig. 3) show that, for type-I chondrules, no or only little 
gain or loss of Na during olivine crystallization has 
occurred and that type-I chondrules contained Na even 
when olivine started to crystallize at Tliq.. In addition, 
data on chondrule clinopyroxene and mesostasis [14] 
show that no Na metasomatism occurred at lower T after 
olivine crystallization ceased, i.e. chondrules were 
chemically closed systems with respect to alkalis during 
their entire igneous history. With respect to alkali-
retention, no difference is apparent between type-I (this 
study) and type-II chondrules [12]. 

An origin of type-I chondrule olivine from mantle 
material of early differentiated planetesimals has been 
recently suggested [15]. This model implies a relict 
origin of chondrule olivine and thus is in disagreement 
with a model of an igneous history of olivine in chon-
drules. The observed close chemical relation between 
bulk chondrule and olivine compositions, however, 
suggests that chondrules represent relatively simple 
igneous objects (see also [16]). 

Prevention of Na loss from molten type-I chondrules 
requires either a very short-timed (<10 min) chondrule 
formation events [4–6], chondrule melting at very high 
gas pressures [e.g. 17] or formation in an environment 
with high dust/gas-ratio [12]. 

Textures, namely of PO chondrules, suggest that 
chondrules formed in time intervals >10 min. Experi-
ments [18] show that, at 1 bar total pressure, Na can only 
be prevented from evaporation at high ƒO2 (IW > 1). 

Such high oxygen fugacity, however, is in disagreement 
with the presence of Fe,Ni-metal and low-FeO olivine in 
type-I chondrules. A high dust density, as suggested by 
[12] might therefore be responsible for the prevention of 
alkali loss not only of type-II, but also of type-I chon-
drules. 

Similar closed-system behavior with respect to alka-
lis of type-I and -II chondrules implies that evaporation 
of alkalis was prevented in both reservoirs. Prevention of 
alkali-loss during chondrule melting and cooling hence 
is inherent in the chondrule-formation process. 

Conclusions: New SIMS and high-current EPMA 
data on type-I chondrules from Semarkona show that 
they behaved as chemically closed systems during melt-
ing and olivine crystallization. With respect to alkalis, 
the similar behavior of type-I and type-II chondrules is 
suggested. Lack of evaporative loss of alkalis during 
type-I (this study) and type-II chondrule formation may 
be related to high dust density during chondrule melting 
events [12]. 
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